
Per Jeremy Stephens: 

"Media and UFC like to fuel this guy’s fictional character to always bully and disrespect other 

fighters like it's funny.... I can't accept that and will mop the floor with him. Call it 

unprofessional or call it what you want, professionalism didn't get me here- I've been humbling 

bullies and disrespectful guys like him since grade school. That won't stop. I'll always take a 

stand against bullies like him no matter who, what, where, when or why. Bullies are all the same- 

and sometimes you gotta fight fire with fire. 

UFC can keep putting all their eggs in one basket, continue paying for his success and fans can 

be blinded by what's real... That is all great, we'll all win in the end. He just better watch who and 

when he disrespects people- no savage will allow it.  

Unlike McClown- I have a list of UFC's best highlights, beat more than one former champ and 

never backed down to adversity. I come from the blue collar work ethic, dedicated and hungrier 

than ever. 

At UFC 205- I am facing a true champion, Frankie Edgar. He's one of the toughest and best 

fighters right now at 145 and 155. Edgar has been around for a long time beating some of the 

biggest names in their prime. Unlike McClown- Edgar has never given up or let someone break 

him. Edgar is the toughest fight out there and I'm ready to bring out the best on the iconic night 

at Madison Square Garden, in Edgar's backyard. I don't care about shit other than Edgar at UFC 

205, he's a REAL champion and true savage that paved his own way- didn't need it bought and 

paid for. 

See you all in 6 weeks- when Edgar and I put on the real main event of true fighters without all 

the fake shit. 

Until then- you can find me on my IG and Facebook, I'm done with media until my fight at 

MSG." 


